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ABSTRACT

The magnitude 6.8 January 17, 1994 Northridge Earthquake was centered under the
densely populated San Fernando Valley northeast of Los Angeles, California. At the
request of the Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD), the Building
and Fire Research Laboratory (BFRL) of the National Institute of Standards and
Technology (NIST) conducted field observations of multi-family residences three
stories or more in height in the affected area for the purposes of identifying common
damage states in residential construction. Sixty-nine HUD-affiliated sites, totalling
425 buildings and over 10,000 living units, were visually examined from the exterior
and interior. Buildings were selected for observation based on distance from the
epicenter and amount of damage. Examinations were documented on a data collection
form and with photographs. By collecting information primarily on damaged
buildings, it was possible to identify typical types and degrees of damage to
residential buildings. Only a few HUD-affiliated buildings were severely damaged.
By and large the damage observed was minor and cosmetic, consisting largely of
cracks to interior and exterior wall surfaces. Nevertheless, this type of nonstructural
damage will be costly to repair. Documentation of the costs of repairing Northridge
earthquake damage would greatly expand the existing body of knowledge on this
subject. The damage observations suggest that further studies of the social and
economic costs of earthquake damage are needed, along with studies of the costs and
benefits of more stringent seismic design and construction requirements. These
studies would illuminate many of the issues surrounding the current debate over
whether seismic requirements for new and renovated construction should be upgraded
to mandate property protection as well as protection of human life.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A. Introduction to the earthquake

A strong earthquake centered under the community of Northridge in the San Fernando
Valley shook the entire Los Angeles area at 4:31 a.m. local time on Monday, January
17, 1994. The surface wave magnitude, originally estimated at 6.6, was later revised
upward to 6.8. January 17 was a Federal holiday (Martin Luther King's Birthday)
and, because of this and the early morning hour, most non-residential buildings were
empty and traffic was light. This fortuitous circumstance helped limit the number of
deaths and injuries.

This earthquake, though not as large as the 1989 magnitude 7. 1 Lorna Prieta
earthquake, affected more people and caused more damage because it occurred in a
heavily populated area. The epicenter of the Loma Prieta quake was about 95 km
from downtown San Francisco, in a sparsely populated region of the Santa Cruz
mountains. The epicenter of the Northridge quake was directly beneath a suburban
area of houses, apartment buildings, shopping malls, hospitals, schools, and a
university campus. With damages estimated at $30 billion, the earthquake seems
likely to become the United States' most costly natural disaster to date.

The impact on the built environment was high. Many two and three-story apartment
buildings collapsed or were severely damaged. Hundreds of single-family homes
suffered minor, but disruptive damage. Several large commercial buildings collapsed.
Hundreds of shops and offices were closed because of nonstructural damage such as
fallen ceiling tiles and broken glass. Several hospitals were forced to evacuate their
patients. The entire Los Angeles County school system was shut down to allow for
cleanup and damage repair. Eight large public parking garages suffered partial or
complete collapse. Seven major highway bridges were severely damaged or destroyed
by the shaking. Water mains broke and flooded streets; gas lines broke and in some
instances started significant fires. The entire Los Angeles area lost electric power.

As of Feb. 14, the Los Angeles Department of the Coroner had attributed a total of
58 deaths to the earthquake. About 1,500 people were admitted to hospitals with
major injuries; another 16,000 or so were treated and released. Estimates of the
number of people temporarily or permanently displaced because of damage to their
houses or apartments ranged from 80,000 to 125,000. As of early February, over
400,000 people had registered for various types of Federal disaster assistance.

Although the earthquake caused significant damage and disruption, it also created an
unprecedented opportunity to learn about earthquake mechanisms and effects.

B. Introduction to the project

Following the Northridge earthquake, the Department of Housing and Urban
Development (HUD) entered into an agreement with the Building and Fire Research
Laboratory (BFRL) of the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) to
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document damage in residential buildings of three stories or more in height. Usually,
the focus of immediate post-earthquake reconnaissance activities is on documenting
cases of spectacular or unusual damage to structures. The HUD/BFRL study was
intended to identify common, rather than spectacular, damage in multi-family
residential construction.

The Northridge earthquake was unique in the history of the United States in that it
was centered under a heavily populated area. More buildings of varying ages and
structural types were severely shaken by the Northridge earthquake than in any
previous seismic event in this country. Spectacular damage was limited to the
collapse of a handful of concrete commercial buildings and to a number of three-story
apartment buildings in the epicentral area. Less spectacular but nevertheless
disruptive and costly damage was widespread. By documenting the types of damage
that occurred in multi-family residential buildings, the HUD/BFRL study collected
information that can be used for identifying possible weaknesses in current design
codes and standards for new residential buildings, appraising the impact of
rehabilitation requirements for existing buildings, and assessing potential
improvements to HUD program requirements.

HUD funded two additional studies of the performance of residential buildings in the
Northridge earthquake. The first was a study of the behavior of low-rise (two stories
or fewer) single and multi-family residences, conducted by the National Association
of Home Builders Research Center (NAHB RC). The core of the NAHB RC study
consisted of an examination of the performance of a statistically random sample of
single-family homes in the earthquake-affected area. The second study was conducted
by the consulting firm of Wiss, Janney, Elstner Associates, Inc. In this study,
earthquake and fire damage to manufactured housing was investigated.
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II. SCOPE

The goal of the HUD/BFRL study is to document typical damage in multi-family
residential construction, in order to capture transient information generated by the
Northridge earthquake that could be used for further, in-depth studies of technical and
policy issues.

A. Scope

The study was organized to concentrate on multi-family residences three stories or
higher that had been affected by the Northridge earthquake. No restrictions were
placed on the age or structural type of the buildings to be examined; a goal was
established to investigate broad spectrum of building types. HUD-affiliated buildings
formed the pool of candidate structures.

The study was designed to focus on damaged buildings. Documentation of a small
number of buildings with exceptionally good performance was established as a
secondary goal.

B. Limitations

The group of buildings inspected in this study is not a statistically random sample of
multi-family residences in the affected area. The study was not designed to provide
estimates of the extent or probability of damage. Rather, the study is intended to
serve as documentation of building performance in damaged multi-family residential
buildings. Therefore, only qualitative conclusions can be drawn from this sample
about the likelihood of damage to certain classes of construction in future
earthquakes.

Building performance was documented on data-collection forms during on-site
inspections. Where available, building plans were examined to verify data on
structural types, configuration, dimensions and other parameters. Engineering
analyses of the buildings were not performed.

ID. METHODOLOGY

A. Selection of buildings

In order to make best use of resources and time available, HUD and BFRL agreed
that the study should focus on damaged buildings, rather than attempting a
comprehensive survey of building performance. Much of the information of interest
from a technical perspective is rapidly lost in the days and weeks following an
earthquake, as damaged buildings are repaired or demolished. Lack of damage in an
earthquake is not a transient condition requiring immediate action; information on
undamaged buildings can be collected at any time. Therefore, the focus in this study
was on damaged buildings.
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Several sources of information on damaged buildings were assessed for their
usefulness in identifying buildings for inclusion in the study. These included a list,
generated by the Los Angeles HUD office, of HUD-affiliated buildings damaged by
the earthquake, and the California Office of Emergency Services/Earthquake
Engineering Research Institute Clearinghouse list of damaged buildings. The list of
HUD-affiliated properties was chosen as the primary source for selecting buildings for
the study. The assistance of the Los Angeles HUD office made it possible to arrange
for the BFRL inspection teams to examine the interiors of these buildings.

The list of HUD-affiliated damaged buildings provided to BFRL originally contained
about 200 sites. These sites were screened by reviewing HUD damage reports and
performing drive-by inspections. Buildings two stories or less in height were
generally eliminated from the list of candidate buildings. (The names and locations of
all two-story buildings were forwarded to NAHB RC for their information.)
Buildings with very minor or no damage were eliminated from the list. A few
buildings with exceptionally good performance (very minor damage in neighborhoods
where more extensive damage was common) were retained on the list of candidate
buildings.

A few sites with two-story buildings were retained in the sample. Some sites from
the HUD list included three- and two-story buildings at a single site. These sites
were included in the final sample. At some sites, there were two-story buildings with
strong structural and architectural resemblances to three-story buildings. In these
cases, the decision was made to retain the site in the study. At other sites, because of
sloped lots or lower level parking, determining the number of stories was not
straightforward. When a building could be considered as either two or three stories,
it was retained in the sample.

The Los Angeles HUD office provided the BFRL investigation team with contacts for
each of the candidate sites. The BFRL team arranged for inspection, preferably in
the company of a site representative (building manager, engineer, etc.), of as many
candidate sites as possible. Only rarely did the local building manager decline to co
operate with the study.

After a majority of the sites had been visited, the national HUD office in Washington,
DC was briefed on preliminary findings. At the suggestion of the national HUD
office, Public Housing projects were substituted into the list of buildings to be
examined for damage in lieu of some of the remaining sites from the original list.
The HUD-affiliated sites visited in the early stages of the investigation were generally
pre-existing when they entered a HUD program. Public Housing projects were
typically newly built under HUD programs. The national HUD office wished to
include buildings constructed specifically under HUD programs in the survey. With
cooperation from the local Public Housing Authorities, inspections were arranged at
14 Public Housing projects, consisting of 231 buildings. The sites were selected by
the local Public Housing Authorities, and included several projects with two-story
buildings. Although public housing projects are affiliated with HUD programs, for
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some comparisons in this report, public housing projects (PH) are considered
separately from the other types of HUD-affiliated (HA) buildings.

During the early stages of planning the study, HUD requested that non-HUD-affiliated
buildings be included in the study. Preliminary field work indicated that the HUD
affiliated buildings selected for study were generally representative of the overall
building population in the affected area. At a meeting in Washington, DC on March
24, 1994, both HUD and BFRL agreed that there was no reason to believe that the
construction of the HUD-affiliated properties differed significantly from non-HUD
affiliated buildings. The relatively ready access to the interior of HUD-affiliated
buildings made the expected quality of data available from these buildings very high
compared to data that could be acquired from exterior-only inspection of non-HUD
affiliated buildings. Therefore, emphasis on non-HUD buildings was reduced. The
BFRL investigation teams did document on film and in field notes the condition of
particularly noteworthy examples of damage in the vicinity of the HUD-affiliated
buildings, but formal files with data-collection forms were not created.

A total of 69 sites were included in the study. The sites collectively contained 425
buildings and a total of over 10,000 living units. A list of buildings surveyed is
included in Table A.

B. Survey methodology

1. Selection ofdata-collection format

To ensure uniformity of data-collection, a common format for use by the BFRL
investigation teams was needed. BFRL evaluated several existing data-collection
forms and considered the option of developing a new form specifically for this
project.

The data-collection form used by NAHB in their study of low-rise residential
buildings was considered and rejected. The form, while appropriate for documenting
the condition of simple wood-frame and masonry structures, did not provide a
framework sufficient for documenting larger, more complex structures or structures
built of other materials.

An Applied Technology Council (ATC) document, known as ATC-20 [1], which is
the basis for most post-earthquake damage assessments performed by building
inspectors, was also considered. This form is intended to be used in a very rapid
screening process to separate buildings which are clearly hazardous from those which
are clearly safe. This form was judged to be inadequate for documenting the more
detailed examination that BFRL would be performing.

Very shortly after the earthquake, ATC initiated a project to collect data on the
performance of buildings that had been seismically instrumented, and the adjacent
buildings. BFRL reviewed the form used for this effort, and determined that it was
well-suited to the needs of the HUD/BFRL study. With the permission of ATC and
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Table A - Site Identification
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the concurrence of HUD, this form was selected for use. (The form is included in
Appendix A.) An additional benefit of using this form is that the collected data is in
a format that can be directly compared to the information collected by ATC.

The form uses the common differentiation of building components into structural,
nonstructural, and equipment categories. Structural components and systems are those
elements of a building, such as beams, columns, and diaphragms, that resist the
gravity and lateral loads. Nonstructural elements and systems are not designed to be
part of the load resisting system. Nonstructural elements can be exterior cladding,
interior non-Ioadbearing partitions, and other functional or decorative building
components such as ceilings, parapets, porches, and so on. Equipment includes
heating, cooling, plumbing, electrical and similar systems.

By using the form as a guide, the investigator collects both general and detailed data.
Basic information such as number of stories, number of living units, dates of design
and construction, overall plan dimensions, and foundation type are recorded. The
building is categorized by Model Building Type (MBT) using the basic 15 model
building types that are used for categorization throughout the series of FEMA
produced technical documents on seismic issues in existing buildings, for example,
Rapid Visual Screening of Buildings for Potential Seismic Hazards, [2]. Vertical and
plan irregularities, such as discontinuous columns or open building fronts, are noted,
along with the pre-earthquake condition of the building. The material used for typical
nonstructural elements such as exterior cladding, interior partitions, and ceilings, is
noted.

In completing the form, the investigator must make judgements on several broad
issues, such as the approximate amount of time needed to restore building function.
The overall damage state for structural elements, nonstructural elements, equipment,
and contents is noted, using damage states ranging from I for no damage (0 percent)
to 7 for total damage (100 percent) (See Table B). These damage states were
originally defined in ATC-13 [3], and have been used in other studies as well [4].

The form aids the investigator in recording a detailed description of the damage. For
each major building direction (e.g. north-south and east-west) the investigator records
damage states and percent of systems affected for numerous specific items concerning
vertical and horizontal elements, connections, foundation, and equipment. For
moderate and heavy damage states, further information is recorded on a separate
sheet.

2. Team operations

Twelve people were involved in performing the study. Several steps were taken to
ensure consistent collection, recording, and interpretation of information.

Prior to departure for the Los Angeles area, all team members jointly reviewed
methods for identifying building types and interpreting damage, and familiarized
themselves with the data collection form. Slides of damaged buildings that had been
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taken by NIST personnel in the days immediately following the earthquake were used
in exercises to familiarize all personnel with the data collection method, and to
establish a common understanding of damage levels.

In the field, inspections were performed by teams of at least two people. Evening
meetings were held each day at which teams reported on their observations, using
instant photographs to illustrate key points. These daily reviews allowed the
investigators to adjust their rating of damage states to conform to a uniform scale, to
acquire additional insight into particularly interesting or challenging technical issues,
and to share suggestions on dealing with non-technical issues. The pairings of
investigators were regularly rotated to maximize the consistency of the evaluations
between the teams.

3. Field data collection

Inspections were scheduled with a request that a building manager, engineer, or other
knowledgeable person be available to escort the investigation team. The building was
examined from the exterior and interior, and all known damage sites were
documented. At sites consisting of a large number of living units and/or additional
undamaged buildings, not all units/buildings were inspected. Non-living space, such
as basements, attics, utility rooms, and stairwells, received particular attention.
These spaces, when they lack architectural finishes such as ceilings and wall paneling,
allow investigators to directly view the structure of the building. In instances where
building plans were available, these were reviewed to verify observations about
structural types, dimensions, and other items of interest.

Documentation consisted of three parts: instant photographs, slides, and written
information (including the completed data collection form and field notes, sketches,
and measurements of key items of interest). The instant photographs were
immediately labeled and added to the field file for the site. These photographs were
used in nightly reviews of findings. A limited number of instant photographs were
taken at each site. Slides were used for more thorough visual documentation.

c. Data assessment techniques

As described below under Observations and Assessments, five of the sites selected by
public housing authorities for inspection by the BFRL team did not show evidence of
having been damaged by the earthquake. These sites were removed from the sample
prior to analysis. Thus, although the field inspections covered 69 sites with 464
buildings and 10,893 living units, the data analyses covered only 64 sites, which
consisted of 211 buildings containing a total of 9,430 living units.

Upon completion of the field data collection phase, key aspects of the collected
information were entered into a database. Because the sample was intentionally
biased towards damaged structures, damage distribution in the entire building
population in the affected area will not be the same as the distribution in this sample.
However, the data can be grouped, sorted, and examined to illuminate qualitative
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correlations among parameters. The parameters selected for study included: structural
system, number of stories, age, and distance from epicenter. These parameters were
compared to numerical ratings of damage to structural systems, nonstructural systems,
and equipment.

The numerical damage ratings were determined during field observation, using a
damage scale originally used in ATC-13 [3].

Table B: ATC-13 Damage Scale Used in this Study

Damage Relative Amount of
Rating Damage

1 None 0%

2 Slight 0%-1 %

3 Light 1%-10%

4 Moderate 10%-30%

5 Heavy 30%-60%

6 Major 60%-100%

7 Destroyed 100%

Techniques used in the attempt to identify trends included production of sorted data
tables, generation of scatter plots, and regression analysis. In scatter plots, the two
parameters of interest, for example building age and structural damage state, become
the axes of a graph (see fig. 29 for examples of scatter plots). Each site becomes a
single point on the plot, corresponding to the appropriate age and numerical damage
state. If strong trends exist, they usually become apparent in -the grouping or
clustering of the plotted points. For example, if a strong trend existed linking
building age and structural damage, such that younger buildings suffered less damage
and older buildings suffered more damage, the scatter plot would show a distinct
clustering of the points along the diagonal. A uniform distribution of points
throughout the graph area indicates that no trends exist.

A regression analysis was performed for each of the pairs of parameters that were
examined (see fig. 29), except for comparisons involving structural type. The
correlation coefficient was calculated to determine if there was any statistically valid
correlation between the parameters. Because structural type is a qualitative rather
than a quantitative variable, regression analysis is not possible for that parameter.
For these comparisons, averages of damage states for each of the structural types
were calculated and compared.
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These analyses represent a first cut examination of the data, evaluating the influence
of only a single variable at a time (e.g. age or number of stories). The number of
data points in the sample did not justify multi-variable analysis (considering the
combined effects of parameters in attempting to identify trends).
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IV. OBSERVATIONS AND ASSESSMENTS

A. General

Typical characteristics of multi-family residential buildings are multiple interior
partitions and frequent openings in walls. The massive amount of wall surface such
systems create is vulnerable to cosmetic, but nonetheless expensive-to-repair, damage.
Rectilinear door and window openings create stress concentrations at each corner,
making these locations particularly vulnerable to cracking (fig. 1). The damaged
multi-family residences observed by the BFRL team following the Northridge
earthquake typically had cracks in plaster or gypsum board interior wall surfaces,
especially at the corners of door and window openings and along vertical and
horizontal joints in wall sheathing (fig. 2). Less common was damage to the
structural system.

Figure 1 Residential construction is characterized by multiple door and window
openings. The corners of these rectilinear openings create stress
concentrations, making these locations particularly vulnerable to

cracking.

Non-structural systems do not contribute to the seismic resistance of a structure,
therefore the decision to repair this type of damage is based on considerations other
than the seismic stability of the structure. Any damage to a building's structural
system can be assumed to reduce the building's original seismic-resistant capacity.
However, the system may still have enough residual strength to resist future
earthquakes without collapsing. Therefore, the need for repair of structural damage
must be evaluated on a case-by-case basis.
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Figure 2 Typical nonstructural damage caused by the Northridge earthquake in
residential buildings included cracks in interior partition walls, such as
these horizontal and vertical cracks at the edges of the gypsum
wallboard panels.

Damage to equipment, such as water heaters or air conditioning units, occurred at
slightly more than half the sites. The damage was usually minor, such as equipment
shifting off supports. Occasionally, these movements led to collateral damage, such
as gas or water leaks from ruptured pipelines. An example occurred at Fickett
Towers, a 12-story concrete shear wall building about 8 km from the epicenter. A
130,000 liter (35,000 gallon) water tank on the roof shifted, severing the attached
water pipes (fig. 3). The resulting discharge of the tank contents caused water
damage to walls, ceiling, and carpet at all levels.

Five of the 14 sites selected by local public housing authorities for inspection by the
BFRL team did not have damage that could be clearly attributed to the earthquake.
Three of the sites had reinforced masonry buildings; two had wood frame structures.
These sites were removed from the database prior to analysis, leaving 211 buildings at
64 sites in the final set of data.

HUD can potentially influence the construction of public housing projects, which are
newly built under HUD programs. In other HUD programs, many buildings are pre
existing when they enter the program, so HUD can have no influence on their basic
design and construction. All HUD-assisted buildings, including public housing
projects (according to local public housing officials), must meet the building
regulations of the local jurisdiction. For the buildings in this study, when only the
clearly earthquake-damaged sites were considered, there was no difference discernable
in performance of buildings in public housing projects and buildings at other HUD
affiliated sites.
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Figure 3 Movement of equipment, such as this 130,000 liter rooftop water tank
at Fickett Towers, caused collateral damage in some cases. When this
tank droppedjrom its supports, rupturing a water pipe, water damage
to the building interior resulted.

Of the over 200 buildings in the sample at the 64 damage sites, only two buildings
were damaged by fire. These both occurred at Grenada Gardens, a complex of wood
frame two-story apartment buildings located about 6.5 km from the epicenter. Most
of the 51 buildings at this particular site were heavily damaged (see the section below
on wood frame buildings for a more detailed discussion). The fires were reportedly
caused by ruptured gas lines.

Buildings at 8 of the 64 sites in the sample were permanently or temporarily unusable
because of damage. (Buildings which were vacated for only a few hours or days
pending inspection are not included in this number.) Two of the uninhabitable sites,
labeled Vadehra IV and Vadehra Vb, each consisted of a single unreinforced masonry
building about 70 years old that had been condemned and was under demolition at the
time of the inspection (fig. 4). A third unreinforced masonry building of the same
vintage, Uptown Manor, suffered damage to a few of the top-story units, which had
been evacuated (fig. 5). The majority of the 60 living units in the building remained
usable. A fourth unreinforced masonry building, Vadehra IVb, had been yellow
tagged by the city, meaning that the building was judged to be potentially hazardous
and should not be occupied until a more detailed analysis showed the building was
safe or the damage was repaired. About four percent of the 285 living units in
Westminster Towers, a concrete frame building about 20 km from the epicenter, were
unusable due to damage. One site with a single wood frame building, Sherman Park
Apartments, suffered damage requiring 10 out of 135 living units to be evacuated for
one week while repairs were made. At another site with a single wood frame
building, Sunset E, the city had yellow tagged the building, requiring evacuation of
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Figure 4 Vadehra IV, an unreinforced masonry building, was condemned
because of extensive earthquake damage. When this photograph was
taken, the top story had already been removed by the demolition team.

Figure 5 Loss ofportions of the parapet and wall at Uptown Manor, an
unreinjorced masonry building, caused several living units to be
declared unsafe by city inspectors.
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all 18 units pending more thorough evaluation (fig. 6). By far the largest number of
unusable units in the survey occurred at Granada Gardens, a site of 51 wood frame
buildings about 6.5 km from the epicenter. At this site, 120 of the 169 living units
had to be evacuated due to structural damage.

In total, approximately 300 of the over 9,000 living units at damage sites, or about
three percent of the total, were rendered unusable due to damage. Note that this
percentage relates to the number of units at that were uninhabitable at sites with
damage. It is not a measure of the percent of total available living units that became
uninhabitable. Note that 97 percent of damaged living units remained inhabitable.

Systematic collection of information on injuries was not included in the scope of this
project, but investigators noted anecdotal information when it was available. The
BFRL team found that only two fatalities were associated with the buildings in the
sample, both heart attacks, one at Castle Argyle Apartments and one at Sherman Park
Apartments. At no site were the investigators told of major injuries. However, many
residents told of being temporarily trapped in their apartments by jammed doors (fig.
7). Broken glass and fallen contents produced hazards in many buildings. The
physical hazards produced by these impediments were exacerbated by the lack of
illumination due to the loss of electricity.

Two of the buildings in the sample were instrumented with strong motion recorders
that were reported to have been activated by the earthquake. This provides an
opportunity for future in-depth study of the behavior of these buildings. The
instrument at 16-story Cathay Manor, about 33 km from the epicenter, was installed
and maintained by Kinemetrics Inc. of Pasadena, California. The instrument at 10
story Pacific Manor, about 21.5 km from the epicenter, is part of the California
Strong Motion Instrumentation Program, and is identified as CSMIP Station No.
24385.

Almost all of the unreinforced masonry buildings in the sample were observed to have
been rehabilitated prior to the earthquake using bolts, outfitted with steel plate
washers, that pierced the masonry at the lines of the floors and roof (fig. 8). Parapet
bracing was also ob-served (fig. 9). The City of Los Angeles has a mandatory
seismic rehabilitation ordinance for unreinforced masonry buildings constructed prior
to 1934 that applies to apartment buildings that have five or more living units.
Surrounding jurisdictions do not have similar mandatory requirements. In some
instances the Los Angeles ordinance, known colloquially as Division 88, requires the
addition of new cross walls, supplementary vertical supports, and other strengthening
actions in addition to the commonly required through-bolts and parapet bracing.
While the BFRL investigators did note the presence of through-bolts and parapet
bracing, they did not determine whether the rehabilitation effort conformed with the
requirements of Division 88.

Of the buildings that were constructed of materials other than unreinforced masonry,
investigators found none that clearly had been rehabilitated prior to the earthquake.
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Figure 6 Sunset Apartments E, a three-story wood-frame apartment building, was
declared by city inspectors to be potentially unsafe pending more
detailed evaluation (yellow tagged). Note the horizontal crack in the
stucco at the foundation line, the vertical crack to the right of the
window, and the diagonal crack and buckled area of stucco at the
lower corner of the window.

Figure 7 Buckled door frames occurred in several buildings.
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Figure 8 Pre-eanhquake seismic
rehabilitation of
unreinforced masonry
buildings typically
included face plates and
through-bolts anchoring
the walls to the floor and
roofjoists.

Figure 9 Unreinforced masonry buildings that had been rehabilitated prior to the
eanhquake typically had had their parapets braced.
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There were no steel frame buildings in the candidate group of damaged buildings.
One of the buildings in the inventory was originally misidentified as a steel frame
structure. The building manager had stated that Cathay Manor, a l6-story building
about 33 kIn from the epicenter, had a steel frame. When the BFRL investigators
arrived at the site, the plans of the structural system were not available. The
investigators found no evidence to suggest that the building was a steel frame
building. Their observations led them to conclude that the building was a concrete
shear wall building, and it has been classified as such in this study (fig. 10). The
building suffered cracks in the shear walls and nonstructural walls similar to those
observed in concrete buildings.

Only two of the damaged buildings were reinforced masonry. However, the dearth of
examples of damaged buildings with steel or reinforced masonry systems in the
sample does not necessarily imply that these types of structural systems performed
particularly well during the quake. Because a reliable estimate of numbers of
damaged and undamaged buildings is not available partitioned into structural type, it
is impossible to determine whether the small number of damaged buildings with these
structural systems indicates good performance by these type of buildings, or whether
it merely reflects a small number of buildings in the housing inventory with these
systems.

Common types of damage observed are described below, grouped by building
structural system. Figure 11 illustrates the distribution in the sample of structural
systems, by site and by number of living units.

Figure 10 Cathay Manor, a 16-story building about 33 km from the epicenter, was
determined to be a concrete shear wall building.
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Distribution of Structural Types
By Site

(50%)

(17%)

Legend

~ Wood 50%

II Concrete 17%

II Precast Concrete 13%

_ Unreinf. Masonry 17%

Reinf. Masonry 3%

(13%)

Distribution of Structural Types
By Units

(58%)

Legend

~ Wood 58%

Concrete 24%

i):1 Precast Concrete 13%

_ Unreinf. Masonry 3%

Reinf. Masonry 2%

Figure 11 Above, distribution of structural types in the buildings in the sample when
tabulated by site; below, distribution of structural types by number of living
units.
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Concrete Buildings

Eleven damaged concrete buildings were visited (not including precast concrete
buildings, which are discussed later in this report). Two had concrete moment
resisting frames, seven were concrete shear wall buildings, and two were concrete
frame buildings with masonry infill walls.

DDD
DDD
DDD
DDD
DDD

moment-resisting frame shear wall frame with masonry infill

Common structural damage included diagonal cracks in shear walls and columns (figs.
12, 13, and 14). Two of the shear wall buildings, Santa Monica Christian, a l3-story
building about 22 km from the epicenter, and Fickett Towers, a l2-story building
about 8 km from the epicenter, had classic diagonal cracking in the coupling beams
between shear walls (figs. 15 and 16). (Coupling beams often occur in the areas of
concrete between stacks of door or window openings in shear walls.) Only one of the
ten buildings, Westminster Towers, a 17-story building about 20 km from the
epicenter, had any units that were uninhabitable because of damage.

Common nonstructural damage included cracks in surfaces of interior walls, both
along horizontal and vertical lines at joints in the gypsum board and diagonally at
corners of door and window openings. Cracks in external surfaces such as stucco
were also common. Separation of external cladding occurred at some of the
buildings. At the Hollywood Knickerbocker, a 63-year old concrete frame building
about 23.5 km from the epicenter, the non-structural masonry facade displayed X
cracking between some of the windows (fig. 17). Movement of mechanical
equipment occurred at roof levels in some of these buildings. At Westminster
Towers, the concrete building with the most extensive nonstructural damage, many of
the bathtubs had shifted 10-20 mm from their original positions, and shower tiles had
been dislodged.
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Figure 12 Structural damage in concrete buildings included diagonal cracks in shear
walls, such as these in Beverly Towers.

Figure 13 Some of the diagonal cracks in concrete shear walls were already under
repair at the time of this study. At Santa Monica Christian apartments,
cracks were being repaired using an epoxy injection technique.
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Figure 14 In concrete frame buildings, such as Westminster Towers, diagonal cracks
in concrete columns were observed.

Figure 15 Diagonal cracks between openings in shear walls, such as these above a
doorway at Fickett Tower, are examples of commonly observed earthquake
damage in concrete shear wall buildings.
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Figure 16 Diagonal cracks in the ponions of the concrete shear wall above the doors
at Santa Monica Christian apanments were being repaired using expoxy
injection. This photograph shows the injection ports.

Figure 17 The masonry facade between windows at the Hollywood Knickerbocker, a
63-year old concrete frame building, displayed eanhquake-induced X
cracking.
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Precast Concrete Buildings

Precast concrete buildings typically
include components ofboth walls and
frames, assembled in the field from
prejormed wall, solumn, and beam
units.

Eight precast concrete buildings were
inspected. Interior partitions had typical
diagonal cracks at door and window openings.
Cracks and separation at the intersection of
interior gypsum board/wood stud walls and
precast concrete walls occurred in many
locations. Structural damage included minor
cracking in shear wall panels and stairwell
floor planks.

Three buildings had badly damaged rooftop
stairwell enclosures. At Geneva Plaza, an 8
story building about 21.5 km from the
epicenter, both penthouse stairway covers had
been badly damaged and were demolished by
the time the inspection team reached the site.
The two penthouse stairwell enclosures at Casa
de la Paloma, a 9-story building about 28 km
from the epicenter, had been offset from the
precast panels below them, and were quickly
demolished. The offset at the top of the
penthouses relative to their base was reported to have been about 150 mm. At Park
Paseo, an 8-story building about 28 km from the epicenter, the single penthouse
stairway enclosure had experienced similar displacement, resulting in a permanent
lean. This penthouse had also been demolished by the time of the inspection.
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Reinforced Masonry Buildings

Five sites had reinforced mason
ry buildings. Three of the sites
were from the stock of public
housing; the sites had been
selected for inspection by local
public housing officials. The
three public housing sites (Aliso
Apartments, Ramona Gardens,
and William Meade Apart
ments), each about 35 km from
the epicenter, had 147 buildings
among them. Although these
sites were apparently on the local public housing administration's list of earthquake
damaged facilities, the BFRL inspection teams found no evidence of earthquake
damage at the three sites. Minor cracking was observed in the masonry in some
locations but it appeared to be unrelated to the earthquake.

The other two sites had one building each. Casa La Merced is a 5-story building
about 46 km from the epicenter which suffered only hairline cracks to interior
nonstructural wall surfaces and no damage to structural or mechanical systems.
Pledgerville Senior Citizens Villa is a 6-story building about 13 km from the epicenter
that suffered vertical cracks in the walls near the base of the door openings (fig. 18).

Figure 18 At Pledgerville Senior Center, a 9-year old reinforced masonry building
about 13 km from the epicenter, inclined venical cracks were observed
adjacent to door openings.
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Unreinforced Masonry Buildings

Ten unreinforced masonry buildings were in the sample. Precise ages for most of
these buildings were not available, but most were estimated to be around 70 years
old. All were more than 20 km from the epicenter. Two of the buildings, Vadehra
IV and Vadehra Vb, were so badly damaged that they were already under demolition
by the time the BFRL team reached the site (figs. 19 and 20). In contrast, two other
unreinforced masonry buildings of similar vintage, each 28 km from the epicenter,
(Vadehra 11Th and Villa Park Merridy, fig. 21), suffered no structural damage at all
and only moderate nonstructural damage. The rooftop wood frame elevator penthouse
on Vadehra 11Th was racked and twisted, causing damage to its stucco cladding (fig.
22), but the operation of the elevator was not affected. All four of these buildings
had earthquake bolts at the lines of the floors and roofs.

Figure 19 Vadehra Vb, an unreinforced masonry building, was already under
demolition at the time of this study. The top floor of this four story
building had already been removed at the time this photograph was taken.
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The condition of the most badly damaged buildings in this category could not be
accurately assessed because they were already partly demolished when the team
reached the site. However, neither had collapsed. A 70-year old four-story building
about 25 kIn from the epicenter (Vadehra IVb) had been yellow tagged by the
building department, because of potentially hazardous damage. The building, with a
T-shaped floor plan, had badly cracked exterior walls at the short sides of the
setbacks (fig. 23). The interior walls had moderate cracks in the plaster at all levels
(fig. 24). This damage was typical of the moderately damaged unreinforced masonry
buildings in the sample. None of the other unreinforced masonry buildings were
uninhabitable, although several top-story units of a four-story building about 21 km
from the epicenter (Uptown Manor) were evacuated because of damage (fig. 5).

Lightly damaged unreinforced masonry buildings suffered minor cracks in the exterior
masonry, and cracks in plaster at comers of openings in interior walls.

Figure 20 This view of an the inside comer of the T-shaped Vadehra Vb building
shows substantial vertical cracks and movement ofportions of the wall.
Note that this building, which had been condemned and was under
demolition, had been rehabilitated before the earthquake with through
bolts.
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Figure 21 Villa Park Merridy, an unreinforced masonry building that had been
rehabilitated prior to the Northridge earthquake, suffered no structural
damage and only minor nonstructural damage.

Figure 22 The wood-framed, stucco-clad elevator penthouse on the roof of the 3-story
Vadehra [IIb building experienced extensive damage to the stucco, but the
operation of the elevator was not affected.
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Figure 23 Vadehra IVb, aT-shaped unreinforced masonry building, suffered cracks in
the short walls at the inside corner of the T that in some locations followed
the line of the mortar and in other locations cracked brick units.

Figure 24 Damage observed in unreinforced masonry buildings included cracks in the
interior plaster.
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Wood Frame Buildings

Thirty-four sites with wood frame buildings were included in the sample. Of these,
only three had buildings with more than 10 percent structural damage (Grenada
Gardens, Sherman Park Apartments, and Oakwood Van Nuys). At the other end of
the scale, 14 of the sites had buildings with no structural damage and only minor
nonstructural damage. The local public housing authority had selected nine sites with
wood frame buildings for inspection by the BFRL team. Two of these (Estrada
Courts and Estrada Courts Extension) had no earthquake damage that was apparent to
the investigators.

The most spectacular damage occurred at Grenada Gardens, a 51-building complex
about 6.5 krn from the epicenter: 120 out of 169 units were vacated. Those buildings
with the first story open for parking underwent large displacements relative to the
foundation, creating permanent offsets (fig. 25). Relative lateral displacements of
0.35-0.45 m were measured. None of the buildings suffered a complete collapse of
the first story. The second story apartments in those buildings with first floor parking
suffered less nonstructural damage, such as dislodged commodes, cracked gypsum
wallboard (fig. 26), and broken glass in sliding doors, than did the apartments in
buildings with living units on both levels.

Figure 25 At Granada Gardens, many of the two-story wood frame buildings that had
open first levels for parking experienced significant racking and permanent
offsets.
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Figure 26 Interior damage at
Granda Gardens
included cracks in
the gypsum
wallboard.

Figure 27 Horizontal cracks in exterior stucco occurred where the relatively flexible
wood frame walls joined the more rigid concrete foundation walls.
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Cracks in concrete foundation walls or slabs occurred in some of the moderately
damaged wood frame buildings. A common problem was cracking of the stucco
cladding, particularly at the interface between rigid concrete foundation walls and
more flexible wood stud walls (fig. 27) and at the corners of window openings (fig.
28). Although stucco and gypsum wallboard are sometimes relied upon by the
designer to resist lateral loads, damage to these surfaces was classified as
nonstructural in this study, to maintain consistency with the classification in buildings
of other structural systems, where stucco and gypsum wallboard are clearly
nonstructural. Other nonstructural damage included cracked plaster in ceilings and
fallen ceiling tiles.

Figure 28 Diagonal cracks in exterior stucco at window openings in wood-framed
buildings occurred in many locations, such as at this window at Miramar
Manor.
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Table C - Values of Evaluated Parameters by Building Site
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B. Comparison of technical subsets

In order to determine whether identifiable trends existed, the data were sorted by
building age, number of stories, distance from the epicenter, and structural type. The
numerical ratings for the ATC-13 damage states for structural and nonstructural
damage were examined to see if trends could be identified. The five sites at which
there was no evident earthquake damage (ATC damage state ratings of 1 for all
systems) were removed from the database prior to the analysis. Table C presents the
values of these parameters for each site.

Scatter plots were produced, evaluating each site as one data point. The scatter plots
showed a wide distribution of damage states for each of the variables considered (fig.
29). Note that, as can be seen from the data in Table C, each of the dots shown in
figure 29 may represent more than one data point. Regression analysis confirmed that
no statistically valid trends existed in the data for age, number of stories, or epicentral
distance (considered individually and ignoring the influence of the other parameters)
when measured against structural and nonstructural damage states. The correlation
coefficient, r, was greatest for the correlation between age and structural damage, but,
with a value of only 0.23, the correlation cannot be considered significant. The
correlation coefficient r always has a value between -1 and 1; these values imply
perfect correlation. A value of zero indicates no correlation whatsoever.

Table D: Coefficient of Correlation r

structural damage nonstructural damage

Age 0.23 0.07

Epicentral Distance -0.13 -0.19

Number of Stories 0.15 0.04

This attempt to· identify trends in the data through regression analysis should not be
considered precise or conclusive. Among the limitations to the analysis are:

the assigned damage state values are based on the engineering judgement of
the investigator, and cover a range of damage rather than specific values, and
each site is treated as one data point, although the number of living units per
site varied considerably.

It is possible that strong trends do exist in more narrowly defined groupings of data
which consider the combined effects of multiple variables, for example, age-to
damage state correlations for each different structural system, rather than for all
systems considered together. However, the relatively limited number of data points
available from this study does not justify more finely partitioned analyses. Given a
larger set of data points, trends may well become apparent.
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It is not possible to generate regression analyses of the plots of structural type against
damage states because structural type is not a numeric variable. Instead, average
structural and nonstructural damage states were calculated. The averages were
weighted to account for the number of living units at a site. This calculation assumes
that all living units were equally damaged, which was clearly not the case at many
sites. However, the ATC-13 damage states are assigned based on percent of the total
building(s) that is damaged, therefore, the assumption is not invalid. The averages
are given in Table E.

Table E: Average ATC-13 Damage State by Structural System
(weighted by number of living units at each site)

Structural Nonstructural Number of Units

Concrete 2.6 3.5 2217

Precast 2.3 2.6 1195

Reinf. Masonry 1.4 2.2 224

Unreinf. Masonry* 3.4 2.6 496

Wood Frame 2.2 3.3 5298

* Almost all unreinforced masonry buildings in the sample had been rehabilitated to
some degree.
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Figure 30 Bar graph showing weighted averages ofATC-13 structural and nonstructural
damage states by structural system.
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The highest average damage state was 3.5, for non-structural damage in concrete
buildings, which is between "light" (1 %-10%) and "moderate" (10%-30%) damage.
The lowest average value, 1.4, for structural damage in reinforced masonry buildings,
is between damage rated as "none" (0%) and "slight" (0%-1 %).

Although at first glance the average numbers suggest that reinforced masonry
buildings performed better than other buildings of other systems, both for structural
and nonstructural damage, it is important to remember that only two buildings of this
type were in the sample, located at 13 and 46 km from the epicenter. Both buildings
were nine years old.

The average structural damage per living unit was worse for unreinforced masonry
buildings than for any other system. However, nonstructural damage in unreinforced
masonry buildings was not extreme. The highest average nonstructural damage
occurred in wood frame and concrete buildings.

These analyses emphasize the difficulty in predicting earthquake damage at any given
site. Anecdotal evidence supporting this supposition was found at several sites by the
BFRL investigators. An example is Sunland Park, a complex of three-story wood
frame apartment buildings located about 16 km from the epicenter. The fourteen
buildings on the site were apparently identical in age, configuration, and construction.
However, three of the buildings suffered extensive cracking of the exterior stucco and
interior gypsum partitions. Two buildings had only minor damage. The nine other
buildings at the site were virtually undamaged. The differences in performance
possibly may be attributable to soil conditions, building orientation relative to the
direction of earthquake wave propagation, undetectable variations in the quality of
construction or materials, or some other factor. This variation in damage at a single
site of virtually identical buildings illustrates the problems inherent in attempting to
predict which buildings will be damaged by a future earthquake and the extent of that
damage.

ATC-13 damage levels, recorded by the investigators for structural, nonstructural,
and equipment damage, were also compared to each other for each site. For the two
buildings that were under demolition at the time of the survey, no information on
nonstructural or equipment damage was available. These two buildings were removed
from the database prior to the analysis, leaving 62 points in this portion of the
analysis.

The analysis showed that, in buildings that suffered damage in the earthquake, non
structural damage tended to be more extensive than structural damage. At 37 of the
62 sites in the database (nearly 60 percent), the level of nonstructural damage
exceeded the level of structural damage. The levels of damage were the same at 21
sites. At only four sites was the level of structural damage worse than the
nonstructural damage. Twenty sites suffered no structural damage, but had light to
moderate nonstructural damage.
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Also evident was that level of damage to equipment tended to be equivalent to or less
significant than the structural damage level. Only 14 of the 62 sites had equipment
damage that was rated as higher than the structural damage. The levels of structural
and equipment damage were the same at 26 sites. At 22 sites, the equipment
performed better than the structural system.
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V. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

A. Conclusions

The study examined earthquake-damaged multi-family residences three-story or more
in height affiliated with HUn programs. Approximately three percent of the 9,430
living units located in 211 buildings at 64 sites at which damage occurred were
rendered uninhabitable by the Northridge earthquake. At sites where damage
occurred, 97 percent of the living units remained useable.

No strong correlations were found between level of structural or nonstructural damage
and building age, height, or distance from the epicenter. This does not prove that
such correlations do not exist, but it does indicate that the data in this sample do not
reveal a strong trend. Factors which limit the usefulness of the database for statistical
analysis include:

the sample includes a limited number of buildings representing certain
combinations of structural system, age, distance, and number of stories,
the assigned damage state values are based on the engineering judgement of
the investigator, and cover a range of damage rather than specific values, and
the number of buildings and living units per site varied considerably, and the
condition of all buildings and living units at each site was not uniform.

Damage almost always included cracks in plaster and gypsum surfaces of interior
nonstructural partitions, usually at corners of door and window openings and along
vertical and horizontal joints. Damage to structural systems was generally less
severe.

The level of damage to building equipment, such as water distribution and air
handling systems, was generally lower than the level of nonstructural damage and
about the same as the level of structural damage. Occasionally, collateral damage
occurred due to water or gas leaks. However, only two buildings in the sample were
damaged by fire.

The average structural damage per living unit was higher in unreinforced masonry
buildings than buildings of other systems. Living units in concrete and wood frame
buildings suffered relatively higher levels of nonstructural damage than did buildings
of other systems.

A large variation in performance, even among apparently identical buildings at a
single site, was observed in this study. This finding is not an unusual feature of the
Northridge earthquake; wide variations in performance have been typically observed
following earthquakes.

The unreinforced masonry buildings included in the sample had generally been
seismically rehabilitated before the quake. In Los Angeles, this rehabilitation had
been mandated. In Santa Monica and other non-Los Angeles jurisdictions,
rehabilitation is not mandatory, but is common nevertheless. While no unreinforced
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masonry building in the sample collapsed, two were condemned because of the
severity of the earthquake damage. The goal of seismic rehabilitation for this class of
structures is to protect human life. That goal was achieved during this earthquake; no
one was killed in an unreinforced masonry building. Because there were very few
unreinforced masonry buildings in the affected area that had not been rehabiliated to
some degree before the earthquake, it is not possible to compare the behavior of
rehabilitated to un-rehabilitated buildings in this event. However, the behavior of un
rehabilitated unreinforced masonry buildings in other earthquakes has demonstrated
the vulnerability of this class of structure. Therefore, considering the small number
of unreinforced masonry buildings that lost protions of walls and suffered other partial
collapses in the Northridge earthquake, it is reasonable to conclude that the
rehabilitation efforts had a positive effect in improving the life-safety of this class of
buildings. The usefulness of the rehabilitations in reducing economic damage cannot
be ascertained from the buildings in this sample.

Poor performance of wood frame buildings with open first-stories used for parking
was observed in some of the buildings in this sample and in other non-HUD-affiliated
buildings. Based on this observed behavior, buildings with this type of vertical
configuration can be identified as potentially vulnerable to earthquake damage.

Among the residential facilities observed in this study, no particularly vulnerable
aspects of structural systems could be identified in concrete, precast concrete, and
reinforced masonry buildings. Vulnerable nonstructural components common to most
types of residential buildings included gypsum board and plaster coverings on non
bearing walls and exterior stucco, which often cracked at corners of door and window
openings and along horizontal and vertical joints.

Damage to building contents was not included in the scope of this study, however,
anecdotal evidence suggests that personal losses and some injuries could be reduced if
several precautionary steps were taken by residents. The Federal Emergency
Management Agency publishes brochures and booklets aimed at the general public [7,
8], outlining some of these actions such as anchoring bookcases and outfitting cabinet
doors with secure latches.
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B. Recommendations

Damage caused by earthquakes gives the building community an opportunity to study
the efficacy of current practices. The lessons learned can be used to make
improvements in the design and construction of new buildings and the seismic
enhancement of existing buildings. Public and private organizations can also benefit
from the lessons learned by modifying their programs and policies to create a more
earthquake-safe environment.

In considering the potential lessons that can be learned from the performance of
structures during the Northridge earthquake, it is important to consider the larger
context of seismicity nationwide. The lessons learned from Northridge should not be
considered "California-only" lessons. Earthquakes of this magnitude (6.8) can
potentially occur in many other areas of the country. Larger earthquakes can also
occur. For example, it is generally accepted that a rupture along the San Andreas
fault could generate a magnitude 8 or greater event.

The results of this study suggest several actions that HUD may wish to consider.

Learning from Northridge

1. Study the cost of repairing the eanhquake-induced damage in residential
buildings. How much was spent repairing the structural damage caused by the
Northridge earthquake? How much was spent repairing the nonstructural damage?
This information, combined with similar information collected after other
earthquakes, will help HUD to estimate future losses from earthquakes. It will
also provide insight into the potential for avoiding economic losses by
implementing pre-earthquake risk-reduction measures.

2. Collect information on a statistically-valid sample of residential structures in the
affected area. Information on a statistically-valid sample of HUD-affiliated and
non-HUD multi-family residential structures in the affected area, including data on
structural system, age, epicentral distance, number of stories, and level of (or
absence ot) earthquake damage, would provide a rich source of information for
study. For example, analysis of such an inventory would allow investigators to
determine whether some types of residential buildings were more vulnerable to
this earthquake's ground shaking characteristics than others. Comparison with
similar studies conducted after other earthquakes would help identify building
response characteristics that were unique to this earthquake, and those that are
common to many earthquakes. By comparing the statistics on the inventory of
non-HUD buildings to the inventory of HUD-affiliated buildings, HUD would be
able to determine whether structures in their programs performed worse or better
than non-HUD buildings. This may provide information useful in assessing
technical requirements of HUD programs.

3. Begin including information on physical characteristics of buildings in BUD
program files. By beginning now to systematically collect information on
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engineering aspects of buildings in HUD programs, some of the vital information
needed for rapid assessment of the engineering impact of future natural or
manmade disasters will be immediately available when the need arises. For
example, having information on age, number of stories, structural system, number
of occupants and location would enable HUD to rapidly screen the buildings in
their programs to determine relative seismic risk exposure. Over the next year,
the Interagency Committee on Seismic Safety in Construction will be developing
guidelines for Federal agencies to use in developing seismic inventories of their
owned and leased buildings. HUD may wish to consider collecting the same types
of information on its assisted buildings as they enter HUD programs.

Improved Materials. Techniques. and Practices

4. Encourage the implementation ofknown simple and effective earthquake loss
reduction measures in HUD-affiliated buildings. Some of the economic losses
could have been avoided if simple earthquake-resistant measures had been taken.
For example, improved restraint and anchorage of mechanical units, especially
water tanks, could have reduced some losses.

5. Suppon the development of improved construction materials, techniques, and
practices, by identifying and funding specific research needs. This study suggests
several areas that are worthy of increased research and development. 1) Many
residents reported being temporarily trapped in their apartments by jammed doors.
The potential impact of door frame racking on exiting capabilities merits further
study. 2) Reducing cosmetic cracks in interior and exterior wall surfaces would
eliminate a significant amount of postearthquake repair expense. For example,
fiber-reinforced gypsum wallboard and joint tape have been suggested as possible
new materials that could reduce cracking. Research into sheathing and wall
surfacing materials should be supported.

Existing Buildings

6. Assess the accuracy of currently available seismic evaluation and rehabilitation
techniques. The data from this study are insufficient to support a recommendation
of mandated seismic evaluation and rehabilitation for HUD-affiliated buildings.
However, HUD could benefit by using this opportunity to investigate the validity
of currently available seismic evaluation and rehabilitation techniques. Such an
assessment would provide insight into whether a mandated rehabilitation program
is reasonable given the current state-of-the-art. It would also point out any
shortcomings in available methods, which could lead to improvements. The
evaluation methods that could be studied are FEMA 178, NEHRP Handbookfor
the Seismic Evaluation of Existing Buildings [5], and the rehabilitation guidelines
and commentary currently under development by the Building Seismic Safety
Council (BSSC) and the Applied Technology Council (ATC). These analysis
methods could be used to assess the pre-earthquake capabilities of a cross-section
of earthquake-damaged and undamaged buildings. Can these methods accurately
predict which buildings will perform well and which buildings will be damaged?
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Can they identify the weak links in the damaged buildings? Studying the
performance of buildings that had been rehabilitated prior to the earthquake will
give insight into the effectiveness of currently available pre-earthquake
rehabilitation techniques. There were not enough pre-earthquake rehabilitated
HUn-affiliated buildings in this study to make such a study possible. Examples
would have to be gleaned from non-HUn buildings.

7. Evaluate the cost effectiveness ofpre-earthquake seismic rehabilitation. Hun
could benefit by examining the cost and benefit impacts of seismic evaluation and
rehabilitation. (A method for estimating rehabilitation costs and a database of cost
and technical information on over 2000 rehabilitation projects is about to be
published by FEMA as Typical Costs of Seismic Rehabilitation, Second Edition
[6].) Combining information on the costs of pre-earthquake rehabilitation with
information on effectiveness of currently available rehabilitation techniques and
costs to repair earthquake damage, from the studies recommended above, could
aid HUn in determining the most cost-effective approach to dealing with potential
earthquake damage.

New Buildings

8. Study the social and economic costs of requiring more stringent earthquake design
and construction requirements. As a significant stakeholder in the country's
housing inventory, HUn should seek to participate in the process of improving
building codes. Of particular interest to HUn should be the question of whether
building codes should go beyond requirements for life safety and require some
additional level of property protection. A comparison of the social and economic
costs of repairing earthquake-induced damage (gleaned from Northridge and other
earthquakes) to the social and economic costs of requiring more stringent
earthquake protection in new buildings should be performed. Such a study could
indicate whether the increased social and economic costs of more stringent seismic
requirements are more or less disruptive than earthquake-induced damage to
efforts to provide affordable housing.
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POST-EARllIQUAKE BUILDING PERFORMANCE
ASSESSMENT FORM - INSTRUCI10NS

This form should ~ filled out as fully u possible by &he Pield Tnspection Team. Put slasbes Of ~/A- ,,"'hen: ltcm. do nOl apply~

do not leave 1\~eC$ blazll:. Talk with the owner to obtaWI1li mueh information as possible. Its eornple1el1c:ss will depend on me
buildinS type. thc access end the vi$iblc datnare. Pbotos should be iAcluded ofcach e",tcrioc buildiuit elevation, and any locatloD.$
",hen: ~Cll'\'j'· damage is visIble., as derll1ed ~Jow. For eACh .trona motiOil ,io:. obtaIn Of' &ketch I m~p or Ihe block or bl~ks
'lIl'VCyed to e.udJ)' idclltiIY tIll: IO~OIl$ or each building rclluivc lO tb.c tIroila motion inlil.rvmenL Oista.occs.&om thc buildings

. 10 11\.: instrument~ld bI: d.l:lmnme4 whcrcvu possible.

In IO~ eases. by me time me Field mspection team .mve~ i1 • bulldin;. it ...m.!ready have been thoroughly Wpected b, •
ItNcllln1 eIl£inecr hired by UlC buildinr's OW1lCT. In these 1l1slwlces. complc&c the site 1.IIfannlltio.o.,. ai~ the bu.ildiDa In

idCllIitJ.:atioIl. complete the -Global IsJlleSfOtllml Damllgc- Soetion a.nd aUl;mpt 10 COntact &hc cngu,ecr who hIlS done &Ilc
inspection ror me balance of the infl'lmlatioD. brae Of ZIlulti-stol')' office buildlnt... maUs, ~torles, bospitals alld city r.cilities arc
mOlt ~ly to hDvc:' had these insPections. Smallc:r buildings sItCh IS male fbtUy houses, Jo"w-rise 4p~lmellU, and wood or Ji£ht

. mel fnunc:'Cl buiJ4ings ale 1cQ likely 10 have bCQ thoroughly eutDi1w:d. .

The Post·~qu.aUBllUdlz1& Aucum=t Focm w;1udCl seven accUoas as de&cn"bcd below:

I. ~uildill; Sqe JnmrmmO!!.. This izltQnn~!oA must be CODlpktcd aD iuitW \'i!h and CO""tJ)' idc:ntifY whethcr !he street
ame is, Ay. "Street" Of -Sou1&vvd- 10 avoid couftWOll. Include Ik city as wcU.

2. ftuiJding OcCllPIllCJ' Ed CODSV\ll:~OIlInformatlQn (('.DIfmtl~IiOfl Dao. (XnlP~':J1. MO<k1 Bui/din& TJlpI, PttfQ""~-
J,(HJjfilrs. Dc£,riptiOll 0/NOIIS~tMra FJ~IIfUlll)

Model8uilding Type lArormatioll il·t'lquc~ted in this ~Oll and in the ~tlItled Damage DesriptioD .~tion. The buiIdicg bema
assessed may tlave the difTcrcnt Mod,llJwlding f)·pt Iiwl:Ima ill d\C: NS IIJId EW pJ4n clircetions and oc difTercllt 1loo1'l. As
.~. in each &¢CtioA, CDla' ttle awropriate Model Bllildine Typc .blmMatiOAS. a ckscribed ift the -GlosAI)' or Tmns: iaeo
one: to row ~lumAI l;OrtespondiDe the pJan cUtections and !WIIIC or noon.

,. lJmlding Plan Sketth Sp~ II provided tor • plill Iletch of'the buildina tootprlD.L Nore OIl the aketcll. lhc USWDcc1 cast-
",est and DO:1h.south cfj~tions and I AMtb mow. Ea;b PieId TCim mould GIJI) • C01IIpuI.

4. ~obaJ ImesfC"rtnrnJ !)amas_.. nit Soodoa MOlild I)c dcs;riptivc as weD IS qvamftatin. Circle die BcnenI am_Ie
ltaw wJUch l:01Tesponcb to Ihl: worst ~Be to aD)' .pecif'" .ltmeDL EJtimAfe the ATC-I3 damage ItilC IS detinccl iA Ik
Glossary or Terms for each builcline area IS sbaWD. If the bgildinl: baa ~mp~11 or partially colJap5CCS. comp1ele lIDel at~h d1e
'ollwsed Buildi!lt Description ~c:liOJl EO ~oewuC!lt thc coDAplc, Inclbdins thOlidats IS to wilT it oecurrccl. The DeUliled DQmIG
PtS£:riptiOIl and .Description of Heavy J)&.uIH&E SCcdOIlS ncc4 DOl be filled nUl if there ia DO damaS- or jfa IOtll cou.ap~ baa
oc:c:umd. Undu FU/I'rio"ality. estlmolol: the ~taie ufbuUding .pace which GIll or will be .sible for Itllln:<anlu~wakc

prpose [0[ each time period thon. If the spa.oe CD" be ~picd [01 lP1eInup 01 repairs 0Il1y, pm "OC. in "'e JIl8"I proviclc4

5. Deu;'cd Damage ~Q!! (Y~Itf~ Et~.m#, H",uMlUII EletIIVf#, CtHI7tlet!<Hr•• OtJurSt1U~trud De1Iztli:' 1114
Equipmmr tIId Sysr~",.~ DQI1It«t). FOUl colllJlUll ate provided for ~e' URssmw or spcc1tac buiJd.iAa dianlle. M nc:ccsUJ) 10
dilTercD.~ c!ifTcrenee. by dlI~on iD dam&ac 01 model btaildinS ~pes, separate columns sholl14 be filI~ oul tor dae IIOnh-aoulh
and east-wCSf plan clitectionJ. uc! wbere appliWlle tor c11l1leq iA th~ ItnlClw1lt system ov" the kildinl beisbt (le., u woocl
bmed apertmelll 1IrV~ over. concrete parkin, caras~). 'or _ cohama, idcntlr, dlc directioD. die level ror wh1cJa cech
tpcclfie~~.,~ .pp11ea (i.e•• Ba&c1ll1lD!, Qul-6th. eI&:.) wille 1l&n!;tuB1aock1 ~pe • lilted below.

Mere asted. circle the appropriale damaae Il1aIC which oonapods 10 aecl -o.maae CJu.UicaIiaD-, Itl eenai1l cJaslifieatioD
does DOl ~pJy II) a patticuhd' IQ'UcmraJ type. place • &lash &JafOUP die c:dJ (i.... "'i1r~wan pucls laI1cD 0111- _oald DOL apply 10
• s= 8IODIIZlt frG= bulldiAa). 11ulllaualle lWeI arc Cllp1aiD;cl ia IIac -cHoaaq oft--.•

Where uteif. 1m ill tle belt utialte for 40mqc ia eenu or~lapor balJdJ.Da, Ooor Of waD ...

'Nllen: ar.u m~ dleequipment nd IYS1cm1 ~8C It lIle lop IDd IIWd &Iorict, if'dae boJIdfn& las. flexible appcr
lIII'I1Ctute em lOS> of. vcty sDa lower JbuYuR. JdcDIiI)' rile IlOI1Dd itOI)' as cia. f1m n:ladvol, J2exlblc I..

e. Pmription of HellV)' DantU'. Complete ad taadt 1bh IeCUO'llIO describe aU iDslDccs wll~ "llta\1'- it ohotelL • &

'])amlle twsiTI~ollla Ihe: pel2ilcd bmAAcP l>cserjP60n Of Oiolpal 19pellCcnqal DjIm'le HC1iaa.

7. Cstl3psed BuitdiJlg ItIrormadoJ!. Trdle )u.ilclin, us ClOIIlJ'IeteJy or pudaIly collapsed. compJaIe ad.talda Ibis ICCrJOII '"

doeamQlf the ~llapse. =ludiDa thouShu II 10 fty it DCC\1Iftld.
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GlOSS4I) or TCI!DI

S4A - F lexibJc Diaphragms
S5A - Flexible Diaphra~ml

CIA: - F1c:-xible Di.phrapi
C2A • Flexible Diaphracml
C3A • Flexiblc Diaphrapa
i.M2 • StitT Diaphm&ms
URMA • StilI' Di.phta~1Il1
PClA - StitT D~pl1raa.ms

SIA· Flexible Diaphragms
S2A -Flexible DiQphragJUl

S3

51 • StUr Diaphra~.
S2 • Stiff Diaphracma

SteeJ Moment Frame:
Sleel Brac~ Frame:
Steel f.ieht Frames:
St«J Fnuncs wI Concrete Shear WaJlr, $'I • StiB'Diaphr.sps
Steel Ft'41l1cs wI rurill Masomy She;u W*- 55 - Stiff'Dillphrapla
CoAcJclc Moment Frames: Cl - Stiff Diaphn.&mI
ConereLC Shear Wall &i.ldmp: (,"2 - ~riff DiaphraJDll
Concrete Frumcs wI InfiU~ WaIlr. C3 - Stiff lJiApbrazm.
~in£'oreed MuonI)' BewinI Walls: 1lM1 - ~xfb1e I>iaphraptl
Unreillforw! MuoIUy Burinr WaD, . U1tM. • Flexible Diaphra&Dl1
pn:~vrlltllP Concrete Shec Walls: PCI • flexible DilIphrap1J
~ Concme fmnec wI ConcteIe ShCM WaI1I; PC2
Wood LiShL FIJD1e: WI
Commercial ClC LoI1K Spm Wa04 Fl'IIIlt: W2

t: Insignificunt. DamaAc Rq11lru UO more Ibn cosmetic Iqlllir. No Itt1IcturaJ fCPllrllJ'C ~sa1)'. For Don~tnICtur3J clemcDts Ihis
would iDcJude $p4cULD; partiticm cra.;b, Jl~ina up spUled COJUe4I$, punin~ b~k fallen c::;ilin& tile$. ~tiAa cquipmetn.. etc.

JI: Modemc. 1lcpJitable stnlcnuol c!amAitt &as occa.mr4. n.e uistizl, dements CIIl be n:pIlfred essentially i:d place. wi1llout IUb.tlntilJ
dcmo1.ltion or rcplaeemc:nc or eleDl~1:s. For DOIlStn1CtISrI1 clemenll Ibis would mclude mmor repJaccmC'lt ofclurrl'lled pWbODS,
c:eilinp, eo.atcnts, eqclipnll:UC or IIlcir DChOtaps, tIC. .;

II: Heny. !)i1miISC is 10 extensive ahat repair fJf'clements is citbet DOl r;asibJe or require. ~or demolition or repJI4lr:mCAt. For
DOt1£Wctura1 cJCtQCI11S dU:I would ir&dvdc major or complese repl~t or c!ama5cd pattilions. ceiIines. contelll$. r:quipmelll or
their an;bocages, $. Compl$ and attach the &!Icce titJed. -%Xs<:ription of' H~Y1 Dam~e- 10 describe all ia.ltaDees where
-Heavy- ia chOWL I~ pllosos ..!We possible.

A:.
D:
OS:
HL:
~

T:
OTH:

ApQntAca&
Dwc:UiD&
Oa.s Statioo
Hotel
ae,tavRIll
n~

0Ihct

AJt;
DC:
GV:
)l;

U:
U:

AalO Repair
Data Cenccr
Oo"",lI1ad
),(an~1

lltClil
UdUr1

C:
Q:

,.' H'". .; 0:
s:
W:

Cwcl
r.....p
Hospital
omcc
SChool
WarUoll..

llliUiIrg14~Narkr

~ SlItioll· IDJPCdOt -Sc~ N....

s..tioIl:
1Iu~
SCqVClltiaI Nambc:r.

Arc-UD~SWe

~ ad SwiOrI N1UQcr
UK latials ofTe.m Leader
Nu.m1lcl'ia 6e 0hIct'~

S-CSNIP os-uSGS (I-USC

I
4., '"10%-30%

100%

2
5

3, Lilbt 1% ·10%
~or 60% - 100%
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ATC-38 POSTEARTHQUAKE BUILDING PERFORMANCE
ASSESSMENT FORM

BUifding Site fnf'ontlation [1J

rnspector(s) Oate Bldg. 10# Page _ of_

Exact Address City Building Name _

Exterior Survey only _ Ext. and Int. Survey _ Related Strong Motion Record (Station 10)

Existing Posting Placard Photo 1.0. #S
Building OwnerlManagerContact Phone _

CiviVstructural Engineer for RepaIr, If Known Phone _

General Damage Classfflcation 121 N I M H

B,uilding OccupancY and Construction Information

Construction Dm 13JI CO] 00 I~Ni ~B I: LO I FDN

CD =COnstruction date
00 :; Design date
N=Number of stories 0

NB =Number of basement levels
LU =Number of living units, if applicable

(Repeat on next sheet)

IPLAN! IPLAN21 ARE] OC~ IOCCj

.FON =Foundatron type, if known 0

PLAN1,2 =Overall plan dimensions, XX by XX ft.
AREA = Approximate overall buildtng area
oe =Occupancy type (see Instructions)
OCO = Occupied prtor to earthquake? - Yor N

Model Building T,ype 141 •
Indicate below the Moder Suflding Type (MBT) abbreviation for each plan direetion and for each range of noors.
Range of floors may be the same for sIde.by-side differing MBT's.
(Enter this information again, as needed, in the -Detailed Damage Descrip{ion- section.)

Plan Direction - NS EW Or NS EW
Floor Levels _to_ _ to_ _to_ _to_
Model Building Type

Performance Modifiers
Desaibe Seismic Structural Retrofit. If present and known _

,

Vertical eond"mons (SJ - YorN
_ Discontinuous ColumnslVVal1s
_ Plan setbacks
_ Potential for pounding
_ Seismic expansion jointS
_ Other

Plan Vulnerabilities (6J • Y t1('N
_ Open Front Plan
_ Other Torsional

Imbalance
_ Plan IrregularWes
_ Other

Pte~ar1hqua1(e Bldg. Cordrtion [1J. Yor N .0_ Deterioration of Structure
_ Previous Earthquake Damage
_ Other

Comments - Reference bracketed [ 1heading number

....

PRoV\nE A.~LMl ~l(E'C\'.

OF BUILDIN~ WITH NORTH ARROW



Elevators
Chimneys

National Institute or-Standards & Technology I 8~i1ding & Fire Research Laboratoryr

Page_of_Building Occu"pcmcv & Construction Information (cont.) Bldg. 10., _
lJescription ofNonstructural Elemsnts [Bl
Exterior Cladding/Glazing: Stucco _ Wood Product _ Curtain Wall _ Other ....... _
Partitions; Gypsum Board on Studs _ Plaster on Studs _ Other _
·Ceilings: Gypsum Boai'd _ Plaster_Suspended Acoustical Tile _ Other _

Existence of fixed Builc~ing Systems and Equipment· Y or N
_ Standard Plumbing. Electrical, Ughting, HVAC
_ Fire Protection .
_ MajorrlXed Equipment _

Describe UnusualContents_~------------------------

GLOBAL ISSUES I GENERAL DAMAGE

DAMAGE CLASSIFICATION DAMAGE STATE

General Damage [9J N I M H
(Attach Detailed Damage Fonn for M and H)
ATC-13 Damage states Structural- Nonstrud._ Equip__ Contents-

Complete or Partial COllapse (% Floor Area)
Complete ·COLLAPSED BUILDING % AoorArea
DESCRIPTION' Form
(Do not include cripple waif failure. use below)
Building Off FoundatiOn (Y or N. Descr!De)
(Cripple Wan Failure) Y N
Any ~tory ~lgnl1lcantly out of PMnD -0

Cf or N. Describe) y N -
Obvious Significant Damage to Primary
Structural members rr or N. Describe) Y N
Hazards from Precarious,
Exposed or Free Chemicals,
Gas. Power. Asbestos, etc. Cf or N. Describe) Y N
Oa~age to: Parapets

Chimney
Exterior Non·bldg.

Structures
Pounding Damage Cf or N, Describe) Y N ..

·DAM. TO NON~TRUCTURA1. ELEMENTS [10] TOP STORY GROUND STORY
·Cladding separation or Damage (%of Wall Area) ,

"Damage to Partitions N or N. Describe) Y N , Y ON
Damage to WindOW$(% of WIndOWS) "

,
Damage to Ughts and Ceilings (Y or N, Describe ,Y N Y N
SPtlUng of Building Contents (Y or N. Describe) Y N Y N
INJURIE5 OR FATAUTIES (11) Minor Injuries_ Fatalities_
(Numbers, "un· if unknown Injuries ~uirlng hospitarlZ8tion_

FUNCTIONAUlY [12] TIME ~ of Usa6fe Space
EstImated Time until Restoration of Immediate
Usable Space (from occurance ofearthquake. 1·3 Days
assuming wortt begins immediately). <1 Week
Put ·OC· if space is occupiabie bUt not usable <1 Month
to condUct business. 1-6 Months
Reason for closure Tune until fully DC•• if >6 mo.

Observed GeotechmcalFailures (Y or Nt Descri6e)
Lateral Ground Movement/Fissures
Budded Sidewalks
Ground Settlement
Separation Between BuDding and Ground
Uquefaet.ion Indicators
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ATC·38 • DETAILED DAMAGE DESCRIPTION

Bldg. lD# ~ _

Page_of_

Dir._ Oir. - Dir._ Oir. -DAMAGE CLASSIFICATION Level_ Level_ Level_ level_
Type_ Type_ Type_ Type_

VERTICAL ELEMENTS

Racking of Main Walls N I M H N I M H N I M H N I M H

Racking of Cripple Walls N I M H N I M H N I M H N I M H

Buckling, CrippUng. Tearing of
Steel Beams, Columns or Braces N I M H N I M H N I M H N I M H

Spalling or Cracldng of
ConCl'ete Columns or Beams N I M H N I M H N I M H N I M H

Column Crushing Due to Overtuming or
Discontinuous lateral Resisting Elements N I M H N I M H N I M H N I M H

Shear Cracking in Short Columns N I M H N I M H N I M H N I M H

Cracked Shear Walls
".

(% ofWalls with CrackS) % ~ %. %
(% of: Construction Cracks I Dlagona' Cracks) %1 .~ %I % Olaf % %1 '10..-
(Damage state of Cracked Walls) N 1M H N 1M H N 1M H N 1M H

Evidence of Shear Wall Roclting N 1M H N 1M H N I M H N 1M H

Damage to ShearWall Boundary Elements N 1M H N 1M H N I M H N I M H

Shear Wall Coupling Beams camaged N I M H N I M H N I M H N I M H

.. of Tiltup Wall Panels Leaning or Fallen Out
"of ilUup Wall Panels leaning or Falling Out 'Mt 1M. % %

Infill Walls Damaged or Fallen Out N 1';,1 H N I M H NI M H NI M H

HORIZONTAL ELEMENTS

Roof Collapse (% of Diaphragm) • % of Diaphragm

Floor Collapse (% of Diaphragm) % of Diaphragm

Loss of Vertical Roof Support
(% of Roof Area Affeded) " of Roof Area Affected

Damage at Re-entrant Comers N I M H N I M H NI M H N I M H

Tearing of Diaphragms at Other Points of
High Stress or at Openings (% of Diaphragms) " of Diaphragm

Failures of Collectors at Walls N I M H NI M H N I M H N I M H

Cross Grain Bending Damage at Roof.to-Wall
Connections (% of Connection Length) ~ % " %

Other Damage in Diaphragms (Oese:tibe)

Note: Attach Sheet titled-Description of Heavy D~mage· to describe instances where "H" is selected.
t"._"" .
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Bldg.ID# _

Page_of_

Dir._ Oir. - Dir._ Dir. -DAMAGE CLASSIFICATION Level_ Level_ Level_ Level_
Type_ Type_ Type_ Type_

CONNECTIONS

Girder-Column Connection Damage.
Including Panel Zones N I M H N I M H N I M H N I M H

Column Splice Damage N I M H N I M H N r M H N I M H

Damage to Brace Connections N I M H N I M H N I M H N I M H

Failure of Column-ta-Foundation
Connections N I M H N I M H N I M H N I M H

Camage to Connections of Precast Elements
that are Part of the Lateral Forre Resisting System N I M H N I M H N I M H N I M H

FOUNDATION DAMAGE

Foundations Cracked or Otherwise Damaged N I M H N I M H N I M H N I M H

Siabs-on-Grade Cracked or otherwise Damaged N I M H N I M H N I M H N t M H

EQUIPMENT AND SYSTEMS DAMAGE

Electrical Equipment Damage Including
Backup Generators TOP STY: N I M H .GNOSTY: N I M H

Damage to Boilers, Chillers, TankS. etc. TOP STY: N I M H GND STY: N I M H

HVAC Damage (Fans. Ducts) TOP STY: N 1M H GND STY: N I M H

Damage to Water and Sprinkler Unes .
and Fire Pumps TOP STY: N I M H GNDSTY: N I M H

Elevator Equipment Damage ( Car and pENTHOUSE EQUIP: N I M H
Counterweight Rails. Cars, Penthouse Equipment) CARS AND RAILS; N I M H

Nate: Attach sheet titled"'Description of Heavy Damage- to describe instances where -H" Is selected.

Notes:--------------------------------
C'
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DESCRIPTION OF HEAVY DAMAGE
INCLUDE PICTURES O~ HEAVY DAM~GE WHERE POSSIBLE

Building ID:
Page_~or:-_----

OAMAGE CL.ASSIFJCAilON:-----------~---
CESCRIPTION OF OAM~:

------_...-- .

-----_...._---
--- ..-.---

_ .._----~-.----------

CAMAGe ClASSIFICATION: _

OeSCRIPTION OF DAMAGE:

--------~-~-:------------

----,----------:-,.' ..,.,..".. _==.==='.""""'_• ...,...• ....,....,..,:-==-::-=='"'....-.--..... _... == :

CAMAGEC1..ASSIFICATlON: .::..- _

CESCRIPT'ON OF DAMAGE:

--------_... --
,.

.-_._---- ----
...

-_._._- ._-_.
--' ._- --_. _._---- . ---_. ~-._-_.
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COLLAPSED BUILDING DESCRIPTION

MODEL BUIt.CING lYPE:

NUMBER OF STORIES OF<lGINAU..Y:

BUILDING OESCRIPTION:

COLLAPSe DESCRIPTION

Building 10: _
Pags_ot_,

- ._--_--.:..;.;......-~---------------

SPEetJLATCC REASON FOR~ •

-----_.----------------------

--------_._--~._._-

--------_ ....._---
--_.._- ..._----.

---~--_.... _....
---'.. ----_.. -_ _. _.-

--._._----
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